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QUESTION 1

The Session Border Controller is not routing calls to a specific SIP endpoint from the backbone realm to the access
realm in an Access-Backbone architecture. 

How can you troubleshoot this routing issue? 

A. by running the notify berpd force command 

B. by running the show sipd endpoint-ip command 

C. by checking the sip-manipulation configuration element used for routing from the backbone realm to the access
realm 

D. by checking the registration-cache configuration element used for routing from the access realm to the backbone
realm 

E. by checking the local-policy configuration element used for routing from the access realm to the backbone realm 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

What does the Session Border Controller do when the Adaptive Hosted NAT (HNT) feature is enabled? 

A. It sends a periodic re-register command to each endpoint behind a NAT. 

B. It creates a binding for the Address of Record (AOR) of an endpoint that is behind a NAT. 

C. It creates a binding for the Address of Record (AOR) of an endpoint that is NOT behind a NAT. 

D. It sends SIP OPTIONS at increasing intervals to test if an endpoint behind a NAT device is still reachable. 

E. It sends ICMP PNGsto dynamically learn the binding time of an endpoint behind a NAT device. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Upon issuing the done command, you getan Error 409. 

Which two options explain this error? (Choose two.) 

A. You are trying to create an element with a unique identifier that already exists. 

B. The configuration element you are creating is corrupted. 

C. The element you are trying to save doesnot exist. 

D. There is an internal server error. 
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E. You are trying to create a second instance of a single-instance configuration element. 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 4

What mechanism isused to ensure adjacent devices can redirect their Ethernet traffic to the Session Border Controller
that takes over, when a Session Border Controllers fails over? 

A. Gratuitous ARP 

B. Reverse ARP 

C. Proxy ARP 

D. HSRP 

E. BOOTP 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

From which Session Border Controller node in a high availability (HA) pair, could a network administrator trigger a
system switchover manually by issuing the notify berpd force command? 

A. Secondary only 

B. Active node that no longer has a heartbeat 

C. Standby only 

D. Active only 

E. Standby orActive 

Correct Answer: D 
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